Discover a New Level of System Robustness

Analyst®
Software 1.7 Top

Your LC-MS/MS Acquisition Software
Just Got Better!
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Top 3 Reasons Why You Should Upgrade to Analyst® Software 1.7

Optimize Precision and Capacity
Maximize the length of time between instrument cleaning and reduce
mechanical disruption for greater productivity
The scheduled-ionization feature enables sustained instrument operation overtime
periods, which can be at least 3X longer before required instrument cleaning.
With this mode of operation, the ionspray voltage is turned on only when data
collection is required.
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In just one simple click and with minimal operator intervention, your lab’s critical
systems will benefit from increased long-term robustness. That means you can now
run even more samples before routine instrument cleaning is required.

Save Time, Money and Hassle
Reduce cost and complexity of software license management
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Analyst Software 1.7 offers concurrent (“server-based”) licensing, which
enables the administration of multiple users across the organization via
one central platform. A concurrent use license is not locked to a single
machine and, as such, can float on a network. Your IT department can
empower an entire team with only the number of licenses that are
expected to be in use simultaneously, as they will not require a license
for every user.
Whether you have labs in one location or you have remote teams within
the same time zone, with the use of concurrent licenses, you have the
flexibility to grant and control user access.
Since fees are based on the maximum number of users or devices,
which access the software at a time, you only buy what you need.
Thus, concurrent licensing is also cost-effective and value for money.
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Improve Security and Management
Worry less about system vulnerabilities and leverage on
comprehensive built-in security protection of Windows
Analyst Software 1.7 is now compatible with Windows 10.
One operating system means better system integration within your
organization. Your IT department can now easily streamline support
and the resolution process.

Upgrade Your Laboratory’s Potential Now: sciex.com/analyst-software

Network Your Way to Success
Discover What Makes the SCIEX Success Network
Your Pathway to Answers
SCIEXUniversity

SCIEXNow™ Online

SCIEXUniversity offers the most diverse and flexible learning
options available, with best-in-class content that helps you to
get the most out of your instrument and take your lab to the
next level. Available personalized learning paths based
on the latest memory science ensure better knowledge
retention, and automated onboarding and enrollment
means you’ll get up and running faster.

The SCIEXNow Portal is the Everything,
Anytime destination for all your SCIEX support
needs. You can keep track of activities that
matter most to you and manage your lab in the
most efficient way possible. Extensive self-help
resources like our deep Knowledge Base, enable
you to solve many problems on your own.
SCIEXNow is available 24/7 and your new
SCIEX instruments are automatically added to
your profile when you purchase.

SCIEX Community
The SCIEX Community helps you
move your science forward and find
the answers you need from SCIEX
experts as well as your peers. In the
community, you can share and exchange
ideas, protocols, stay up to date with the
latest products, and receive support.

SCIEX Service and Support
Our mission is to help you be successful,
whether it’s to repair your instrument,
assist with your workflows, or help you
maximize productivity in your lab. Whatever
your challenge, global SCIEX Service and
Support personnel are subject matter experts
who are focused on mass spec and capillary
electrophoresis, so you’ll be able to achieve
your scientific goals quickly and efficiently.

SCIEX Software Support
SCIEX Software combines best-in-class capabilities, comprehensive
proactive support, services driven by innovation, and a commitment to
promptly deliver the right solution to meet the various demands of your
lab. With a Software Support plan, you will have the latest software,
so your instruments run at peak performance.

Start Your Path to Success Now: sciex.com/support
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